THREE MINUTE THESIS COMPETITION
FALL 2019

November 14, 2019, 9am-12pm
Hughes Trigg Student Center Forum

Competition Judges:
Marc P. Christensen, Dean of the Lyle School of Engineering
Thomas DiPiero, Dean of the Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Dayna Oscherwitz, Assistant Provost for General Education

Presentations:

1. Dawn Crawford, Anthropology, “Maya Household Resilience During the Terminal
   Classic Period at Holtun, Guatemala”
2. Ehab Al Khatib, Mechanical Engineering, “Magnetically Actuated Millirobots”
3. Brooke Istas, Teaching & Learning, “Adult Learners Perceptions of Mathematics Class”
   and Methane Generation from Organic Solid Waste”
6. Tryna Knox, Teaching & Learning, “STEM Education, How we Change the Narrative”
7. Travis Eckert, Earth Sciences, “The Breaking of Pangaea”
   Permeability Membrane”
9. Emmeline Miles, Liberal Studies, “Writing To Reach You: Creativity as a Proactive
   Treatment of Trauma”
10. Anastasia Fedotova, Earth Sciences, “Glacial Retreat Drives Uplift in the Patagonia
    Andes”

12. Zenovia Nwosu, Health Promotion Management, “Healthcare, We Have a Problem”


22. Mayar Mohamed, Chemistry, “Light Key of the Cell”

23. Caitlin Rancher, Psychology, “The Mediating Role of Trauma Symptoms in the Association Between Past and Future Teen Dating Violence Victimization”